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Abstract

A new method for myocardial ischemia detection is

proposed in this communication. The originality of this

method relies on the analysis of the dynamics of times se-

ries extracted from the ECG, whereas traditional methods

are based on static decision rules. After the extraction

of a feature vector, from ECG signals from the STAFF3

database, the dynamics are characterised with an Hid-

den Semi-Markovian Model (HSMM). The ischemic detec-

tor uses a reference HSMM and an ischemic HSMM and

then compare the log-likelihood of the time series. Results

obtained with percutaneous transluminal coronary angio-

plasty (PTCA) records of the STAFF3 database show an

improved detection rate (96% of sensibility and 80% of

specificity) with respect to other methods applied on the

same database.

1. Introduction

The detection of myocardial ischemia is still a problem

of public health medicine with two main objectives. The

first one, in case of acute ischemia, is to reduce the delay

between the appearance of ischemia and the application of

an adapted reperfusion procedure [1]. The second objec-

tive is the reliable detection of transient ischemic episodes,

because their frequency of apparition is an indicator for

risk stratification of future infarcts [2]. Although ST-

segment remains the most common electrocardiographic

method used in monitoring systems [3], it is admitted that

to overcome its low specificity, other indicators have to be

analysed in a joint fashion [4]. The STAFF3 database aims

to study new indicators on ischemic episodes induced by

balloon inflation (PTCA) and accurately annotated. Stud-

ies published in the literature on this subject [5–9] re-

veal some modifications occurring during ischemia, such

as changes in the QRS high frequencies, duration of the

QRS or changes in T-wave shape. However these changes

are based on the application of a threshold on the instan-

taneous values of these series to detect the ischemia, with-

out taking into consideration their dynamics. In this case,

noise spikes can, for example, provide false alarms. The

correlation between the indicators is also underexploited.

To improve this detection, it appears then important to take

into consideration the temporal evolution of these indica-

tors and if possible their joint evolution. This work fo-

cuses on the application of Hidden Semi-Markovian mod-

els on such kind of indicators, to improve the detection

of ischemic events. The next section describes the meth-

ods employed, with the extraction of the indicators from

ECGs, the learning of HSMM to characterize normal and

ischemic dynamics, and finally the conception of an is-

chemia detector. Section III evaluates this detector on the

STAFF3 database and reveal the most sensible and specific

indicators derived from the proposed HSMM approach.

2. Methods

Ischemic data are analysed in 3 steps: step A) feature

extraction from the ECG signal, step B) modelling of the

time series and C), the step of ischemia detection.

2.1. Feature extraction from ECG signals

This step aims to reduce the data size to provide to the

detector and also to retain information which can be eas-

ily interpreted by cardiologist. In this perspective, stan-

dard ECG indicators are preferred rather than, for example,

KLT coefficients describing the ST-T segment or discrete

wavelet coefficients representing the QRS. These standard

ECG indicators are obtained from the segmentation of

ECG beats, applied in 5 steps :

1. Suppressing power line interferences with an adaptive

filtering.

2. Beat detection in every ECG leads with the Pan &

Tompkins algorithm.

3. Application of a principal component analysis on ev-

ery beats detected in step 2. This step aims to project the

beats in an orthogonal featuring space and thus to reduce
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